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Dear Candidates for Ministry, 
 
It was a privilege to serve as one of the liaisons to candidates.  I learned so much about the 
workings of the MFC and was honored to be present for ten interviews with candidates during 
this session.  Here’s what I learned when I “stepped behind the curtain.”  
 
There is an enormous amount of preparation on the part of the committee members.  Each panel 
reads, on average, ten candidate packets of 100 pages each.  Committee members also share a 
host of other duties reading and acting on requests for preliminary fellowship renewals, waivers 
for MFC rules covering various situations, task force recommendations for changes to rules and 
procedures, and they all participate in continuing education on the first morning themselves.  
Daily they open their time together in worship, centering and preparing for a long day of very 
focused shared work.  It was the most deliberate, dedicated committee work I’ve ever witnessed.  
Committee members hope so very deeply that candidates will present as fully formed, even if 
just newly minted, ministers.  They wonder, “Could I imagine this person as my minister?” 
 
What advice can I offer?  I know that other liaisons’ reports say much of these same things, but 
here are areas I’d like to lift up:   

• Self-awareness is absolutely critical.  No faking it.  If you don’t know, say you don’t 
know.  If you aren’t authentic, 90% of them will see this.  The other 10% will hear about 
it in the debriefing. 

• Be ready to speak to anything at all in your packet.  Competency pages that are 
somewhat blank.  Anything that anyone has ever written in an evaluation.  Books you say 
you read.  Dramatic turns in your personal or professional life.  Although your packet 
spans experiences of a lifetime, and for some of us that’s a few more decades than for 
others, if something is in your packet it is in the present as far as discussion goes.  Ask 
colleagues to help you comb through your packet for issues specific to your formation as 
a person and as a minister.  

• Show consistency between your packet and your personal presentation.  The most 
troubling interviews were ones where the candidate present in the room did not seem to 
be who the committee expected from the packet—for content, style, competency. 

• Try not to be anxious about the timing—it takes however long it takes.  Sometimes the 
interviews run late.  All the work relating to each candidate happens during the allotted 
time.  All of the wording relating to the feedback they give is composed while you wait.  
Sometimes they need to take a bio break.  If there has been a difficult interview, they 
want to be able to start completely fresh and open for the next candidate.  You want that 
too! 

• Show how you respond to feedback.  Ward off questions that might put you on the 
defensive by indicating how you considered and responded to documented feedback and 
advice from others, whether in your career assessment, evaluations, remarks from 
colleagues in your CPE cohort, or in your reference letters. 

• Have a first question. 



• My mother’s voice whispers, “Get a good night’s sleep, eat a good breakfast, relax, 
breathe.” 

 
What most surprised me?  The Categories.  The descriptions are completely accurate, but the 
usage felt different than I had understood it.  A Category II can be practically like a Category I, 
except that there is particular remedial work necessary to complete before receiving Preliminary 
Fellowship.  In these cases the panel is comfortable that they are seeing a minister; just do this 
and you are “good to go.”  And then there are cases where a candidate receives a Category I but 
is given recommendations that will follow him or her through all the renewal stages by virtue of 
being on the documented feedback from the MFC interview.  (Forget or ignore these at your 
peril when submitting renewal paperwork!)  Receiving a Category III can be devastating, but 
where I saw this category used, it was clear that the candidate just wasn’t ready.  Remember, a 
Category III means that the committee does want you to come back. 
 
I wish for you an affirming experience, and I look forward to meeting you as a colleague in our 
shared ministry. 
 
Warm regards, 
Catherine Senghas 


